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FOMO: The Fear of Missing Out by Zoe McDonald & Present Tense 
Zoe McDonald’s one-woman show is a masterpiece of
characterisation, and a very successful piece of comedy.
4 Stars
“
— Broadway Baby
Ten different characters spring straight from Zoe McDonald’s persona, it’s the FOMO (aka the Fear of
Missing Out) that ultimately unites her alter egos together. 
With just her body and an empty space, rising Australian sketch comedy star Zoe McDonald creates her own
absurd live radio program. The talkback topic: the 21st century malaise and latest psychological fad FOMO. 
FOMO stormed the Edinburgh Fringe, Adelaide Fringe, Melbourne Comedy and Melbourne Fringe festivals.
“The energy and panache with which McDonald embodies and snaps between each character simply must be
seen to be believed. This is a journey into the unexpected; a one-woman sketch comedy experience like no
other that nails the greatest fear of the current generation: The FOMO,” says director Bryce Ives.
“Both love letter and critique of our modern age, FOMO is peppered with the type of stuff that clogs up my
Facebook adverts: body and soul improvements, Zumba classless and Brazilian waxing,” says Zoe
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McDonald.
FOMO was named Best Comedy of the Adelaide Fringe by the Adelaide Advertiser and won an Adelaide
Fringe Festival Tour Ready Award. The Huffington Post named McDonald as one of the Four Female
Comedy Stars to Watch at the Edinburgh Fringe 2014.
This irreverent and skilled comic performance borrows
something of the lustre of the golden age of Australian
sketch comedy
“
— The Age Newspaper
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‘There is such polish in the craft and flow of the show,
and such charisma in the delivery of the material, that
FOMO goes down like fine champagne, dry and
intoxicating.
“
— The Australian
